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The recent experiments and computer simulations observe various geometrical formations of the
nanobubbles in the van der Waals heterostructures. Among well studied spherical and tent geome-
tries, there is yet least understood pancake (or flat islands) graphene nanobubbles (GNB). This
more exotic form exhibits discrete values of the vertical sizes around just a few diameters of the
molecules which are trapped inside the GNBs. We develop a model based on the membrane theory
and the confined fluids thermodynamics. Our approach describes the equilibrium properties of such
flat GNBs. We show that discrete pancake geometry is a result of the disjoining (solvation) pressure
induced by the trapped fluid inside GNB. The calculated total energy defines a discrete series of the
metastables states with the pancake heights, which are multiple to molecular diameter. We observe
that the value and the distribution of the total energy minimums crucially depend on the temper-
ature. More precisely, the energy barriers between metastable states and their depths decrease as
the temperature becomes larger. Also, we demonstrate that the pancake forms are favorable in the
cases of sufficiently low membrane-substrate adhesion energy and the number of trapped molecules.
These properties are in agreement with the published simulations and experiments. The numerical
comparison of our result with molecular dynamics results additionally shows the adequacy of the
proposed model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental study [1] demonstrated that the
molecules trapped between two-dimensional crystal and
the substrate form the graphene nanobubbles (GNBs).
The measured GNBs profiles demonstrate a smooth
spherical form and correspond to the universal scaling
law derived from the elastic membrane theory [1]. Beside
smooth geometry, two dimensional materials may form
sharp tents, which also exhibit universal shape character-
istics [2]. Therefore in the dependence of the geometry
these nanostructures can be described by the spherical
membrane model [3] or tent geometry modifications [2].
However, established membrane and GNB models do not
cover pancake geometry (flat island), which are recently
observed in computer simulations and atomic field mi-
croscopy experiments [4, 5]. In this case the trapped
molecules are packed in well-structured layers and pan-
cake GNB profile exhibit a notable flat region Fig.1.
The observed pancakes have the extremely small vertical
size, which is multiple of the trapped molecules diameter.
Thus, instead of the universal scaling the pancakes show
the discrete geometry induced by the properties of the
trapped molecules.
Molecular dynamic simulation of small number of ar-
gon molecules (N = 2500) between graphene sheet and
graphite substrate demonstrated the existence of the sta-
ble pancake GNBs [4]. This calculations observed at
least two equilibrium states: the first, more stable, GNB
configuration corresponds to the pancake with the ver-
tical size around two argon diameter; the second one is
the transition state from pancake to the spherical forms,
∗ t.aslyamov@skoltech.ru
where the flat region is notable but the aspect ratio
fits the observed early round GNBs [1]. The simula-
tion shows the metastability of the pancake equilibrium
states with discrete vertical size. Other MD simulations
[6] showed that water-filled blisters exhibit both spher-
ical and pancake forms in the dependence on the adhe-
sion energy and the number of trapped water molecules.
More precisely, the pancake shape was observed for blis-
ters with the height lower than three molecular diame-
ters in the cases of relatively low adhesion energy and the
number of trapped molecules [6].
Unlike spherical and tent forms, the pancakes are ob-
served at nanoscopic scales only, when a vertical size
is several molecular diameters. Such size limitations
point out the trapped molecules significantly influence
the GNB characteristics. As result the pancakes vertical
size holds the discrete values, which are multiple for the
diameter of the trapped molecules. Therefore, to extend
GNB theory to pancake geometry, both the modifications
of elastic membrane theory and analysis of the properties
of the confined fluids are necessary. In this work, we de-
velop a theory of pancake GNBs consisting of two sheets
of two-dimensional crystals and trapped simple fluid at
various temperatures. Our approach is based on both a
model of elastic deformations of the pancake-shape pro-
file and confined fluid equation of state accounting for
the impact of the solvation (disjoining) pressure. The
nanoscale pressure of confined fluid exhibits oscillation
form with the period equals to the molecular diameter
and tends to bulk pressure as confinement size increases.
Therefore, given the small size of the pancake GNBs,
the effects of the confined fluids crucially influence the
pancakes equilibrium. To obtain numerical results, we
use Classical Density Functional Theory (c-DFT), which
can provide the solvation pressure [7], the confined fluid
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2density [8] and the corresponding energy simultaneously
[9]. As example we consider argon molecules trapped
between two graphene sheets at temperature range from
250K till 450K. Using our approach, we reveal the con-
ditions of the equilibrium pancakes. Also, we investigate
the influence of such parameters as the temperature, the
membrane-substrate adhesion energy, and the number of
trapped molecules. To verify the developed approach, we
quantitatively compare our results with MD simulations.
Developed model provides the following properties of the
pancake GNBs, in agreement with the simulations and
the experiments:
• The property of discrete vertical size resulted in the
subnanoscale oscillation behaviour of the confined
fluid pressure.
• The pancakes GNB are metastable states corre-
sponding to the local minimums of the total energy.
The depth of the energy minimum decreases as the
number of layer becomes larger. There is no pan-
cakes with more than three layers of the trapped
molecules inside.
• The temperature and membrane-substrate adhe-
sion energy extremely influence the geometrical
characteristics of the GNB. The increasing of these
parameters collapses the stable pancakes, especially
in the case of three layers GNB.
• Heating to sufficiently high temperature and then
cooling to the initial temperature induces the tran-
sition of the pancakes state with the increasing of
the vertical size.
II. MODEL
The general expression of the GNB total energy is well
known from the membrane theory [10, 11] and contains
the following three terms:
Etot = Eel + Ecf + Eadh (1)
Eel is the elatic contribution; Ecf is confined fluid energy,
ordinarily this term is described using bulk equation of
state that is not appropriate at nanoscale; Eadh is the ah-
esion enrgy, unlike to the established approaches we take
into account the membrane-substrate interaction only,
since fluid-solid adhesion energy is already accounted by
Ecf expression. Thus the energy of the adhesion is de-
fined as Eadh = piL
2γ, where L is the footpint radius, γ
is is the specific adhesion energy between the graphene
sheet and the substrate.
To describe the elastic properties of the pancake GNB,
we modify the approach, which is successfully used for
the smooth spherical [3] and sharp tent geometries [2].
Similarly, with the work [2], we describe the pancakes
profile by realistic explicit function h(r), where r is the
FIG. 1. The sketch of the characteristic pancake profile (blue
line) defined by expression (2) and calculated in-plane distri-
bution line from formula (4).
lateral radial coordinate. We define the profile h(r) as
the following expression:
h(r) =
H
2
erfc
(
r − L
δ
)
(2)
where H is the maximal height of the GNB, L is the
pancake footprint radius, δ is the characteristic length of
the transition region between the membrane and the sub-
strate (see Figure 1). We consider this region as a func-
tion of the GNB size to reflect the property of modeled by
MD pancakes [4]. More precisely, the length δ increases
as the height H becomes larger. For this reason, we
use the following general power dependence δ = δ0
(
H
d
)k
,
where δ0 and k are the parameters defining the curved
region, d is the diameter of the trapped molecules, which
is used here to correct the length dimension.
In accordance with the membrane theory the in-plane
displacements corresponding to the certain profile can be
defined from the in-plane momentum conservation law at
polar coordinates:
d2u
dr2
+
1
r
du
dr
− u
r2
= −1− ν
2r
(
dh
dr
)2
− dh
dr
d2h
dr2
(3)
where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. As one can see the first
and the second derivatives of expression (2) provides a
common factor in the right hand of equation (3). There-
fore the approximated solution of equation (3), which
correctly describes in-plane displacement for the pancake
profile can be written as:
u(r) = u0re
−2( r−Lδ )
2
(4)
where u0 is the displacement amplitude, the displacement
distribution (4) in the relation to the profile geometry (2)
is shown in Figure 1.
The information about the profile and in-plane dis-
placement is complete enough to calculate the elastic en-
ergy term as the following [12]:
Eel = 2pi
∫
Y
2(1− ν2)
(
2r + 2νrθ + 
2
θ
)
rdr (5)
3where Y is two-dimensional Young modulus, r and θ are
the radial and circumferential strain components, which
can be found using expressions (2,4) and the following
definitions [3]:
r =
du
dr
+
1
2
(
dh
dr
)2
, θ =
u
r
(6)
Resulted elastic energy Eel(u0, H) is a function of the
maximal height H and u0 only.
The molecules trapped inside GNB with nanoscale H
interacts with solid molecules of both membrane and sub-
strate, which is similar with a description of the confined
fluid stored within nanoporous materials (pores sizes less
than 2 nm). Unlike bulk, the confined fluids exhibit in-
homogeneous density distribution corresponding to layer
adsorption on the solid surfaces. Also, the confined fluid
pressure is significantly different from the bulk equation
of state due to the influence of the well known disjoining
pressure. One of the most powerful approaches which can
describe the thermodynamics and the packing properties
of the confined fluid is c-DFT. In our work, we use a pop-
ular version of c-DFT, which was successfully applied to
describe various nanoscale problems [8]. Assuming most
of the fluid molecules are stored in the flat part of the
pancake (r < L − 2δ in Figure 1), the inner GNB den-
sity distribution ρ(z) depends on the normal coordinate
z only. Thus, in accordance with c-DFT, the confined
fluid energy (the grand potential) accounting for the in-
teraction with both the membrane and the substrate can
be written as:
Ω[ρ(z)] = Fid[ρ(z)] + Fattr[ρ(z)] + Frep[ρ(z)]+
+ piL2
∫ H
0
dzρ(z) [U(z) + U(H − z)− µ] (7)
where µ is the chemical potential defining the confined
density; U(z) and U(H − z) the external potentials of
the substrate and the membrane at the distance H; Fid,
Fattr, Frep are the ideal gas contribution, the influences
of molecular attraction and hard spheres repulsion, re-
spectively. The detailed description of these terms and
expressions for external potential can be found in the
supplementary material S1 of the work [9]. The confined
fluid density distribution is defined by the minimization
condition of the potential (7):
δΩ[ρ(z)]
δρ(z)
= 0 (8)
In the studies of the bulk GNBs and the membranes [1,
3, 10] the confined fluid energy is equal to −PV , but it is
true in the thermodynamic limit only H/d >> 1 (where
d is the molecular diameter), since Ω → −PV . We use
the finite volume expression Ecf = Ω[ρ(z)] and calculate
the confined fluid pressure as:
P = − ∂Ω
∂V
= −
∫ H
0
dzρ(z)
∂U(z)
∂z
(9)
where V = 2piL2H is the pancake volume, and in the
last equality, we used the results for the slit/pancake-
geometry [13].
In addition to momentum conservation (3) the me-
chanical equilibrium demands the minimization of the
total energy (1) over H and u0 with a fixed radius L [3]:
∂Etot
∂H
=
∂Etot
∂u0
= 0 (10)
In our model only Eel depends on u0, also at the fixed ra-
dius one can use the pressure definition (9) for Ecf deriva-
tive over H, so the more detailed form of (10) can be
written as:
∂Eel
∂u0
= 0,
∂Eel
∂H
− piL2P = 0 (11)
The defined expressions for the elastic energy (5), (6)
allows to calculate the analytical solutions of (11) at an
arbitrary L. Assuming L/δ > 2 which is a very natural
property of the nanoscale pancakes, the found parameters
H and u0 have the following compact form:
u0 = − ν
4pi
(
H
L
)2
, (12)
H3 =
2pi3/2δ3LP (1− ν2)
Y (1− 3k/4) (13)
To qualitatively verify relation (13) we consider the sim-
ilar problem the indentation of a thin disk by cylinder
with known radii Rout and Rin, respectively. The major
published results consider the limit case when the disk
radius is much grater than the cylinder disk [14]. In the
case of our interest when these radii are comparable an
analytical result exists for ν = 1/3 only [15]. Consider-
ing the limit Rin → Rout in expression (19) from [15] (in
our denotations) provides the relation P ∼ H3/Lδ3 in
agreement with our result (13).
Obtained expressions (12) and (13) define elastic en-
ergy and and the relation between H and L, which bal-
ance the pressure induced by the trapped molecules in-
side the pancake. Thus, the isomass conditions of equi-
librium pancakes are the following:
piL2
∫ H
0
ρ(z)dz = const
L =
H3Y (1− 3k/4)
2pi3/2δ3P (1− ν2) (14)
To describe the stable states of the pancakes we consider
the total energy as a function of the height H (or the
footprint L) assuming the mechanical conditions and the
constant mass of the trapped molecules inside GNB.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We considered the GNBs, which consist of two
graphene sheets and a various number of argon molecules
4inside at a wide temperature range 250 K ≤ T ≤ 450 K.
Our results are dedicated to nanoscale GNB with the
heights H ≤ 4d, where disjoining pressure plays a crucial
role in the thermodynamics description [7]. The trapped
molecules inside the pancake GNB exhibit the inhomo-
geneous distribution ρ(z) and act on the graphene mem-
brane with the pressure P , which can be defined by the
fluid chemical potential and the height. The characteris-
tic distribution of the confined pressure (9) as a function
of the height H and the chemical potential µ is shown
in Figure 2A illustrating the case of n = 50× 103 argon
molecules at T = 350 K. The area of considered param-
eters contains the negative pressure region, which does
not fit equilibrium pancakes condition with the positive
H, L, and can be considered as a forbidden zone. Thus
the conditions (14) define the locus of the pancakes pa-
rameters on the plane of µ-H as shown by the solid line
in Fugure 2A.
The iso-mass curve can be rewritten using the footprint
radius L as a function of the height H (see Figure 2B). In
terms of L and H the iso-mass curve shows the regions
of the significant decrease of the footprint. At the same
time, the height remains almost constant with the values,
which are multiple of molecular diameter. Also, the tran-
sitions between the various values of H exhibit S-shape
initially and then become monotonically increasing func-
tion. Such transitions between the slopping H regions
may correspond to the transformation of one-molecular
layer pancake to multilayer form with a significant de-
crease of the footprint radius. The corresponding to this
system equilibrium pressure is shown in Figure 2C. Cal-
culated from (9) pressure exhibits oscillation behavior
and decreases as the height of the GNB becomes larger.
Thus, the formation of the more flat GNBs corresponds
to the larger pressure.
The iso-mass contour calculated from expressions (14)
defines the corresponding pressures (9) and the density
distributions (8). This information is enough to obtain
all contributions to the total energy (1) as functions of H.
Figure 3A shows the total energy of the nanoscale pan-
cakes containing 50 × 103 of argon molecules at various
temperatures. As one can see from Figure 3A the cal-
culated curves become more smother as the temperature
increases. More precisely, the coldest case T = 250 K
exhibits three minimums of the total energy divided by
notable gaps, which significantly decrease or even dis-
appear as the temperature becomes large. The calcu-
lated heights H and density distributions demonstrate
that #1, #2 and #3 minimums correspond to the pan-
cakes containing one, two and three molecular layers, re-
spectively. Thus, the total energy local minimums define
metastable pancakes with the height is multiple of the
diameter of the trapped molecule.
We also investigate what the parameters besides the
temperature have a crucial influence on the GNB equi-
librium states. As in work [6], we consider the number
of trapped molecules N and the specific adhesion en-
ergy γgs. Figure 3B demonstrates that for the amount
of molecules N larger certain Nc(T ) there is not #3 min-
imum. Since Figure 3B shows three-layers GNB free
zone. More stable mono- and bi-layers, these forma-
tions disappear either as N further increases. The ad-
hesion energy γgs influences similarly, that is shown in
Figure 3C. In the case of sufficiently small parameter
γgs ∼ 0.014 eV/A2 the flat configuration becomes more
stable than the states with H > 3d, then the trapped
fluid is a continuum and the standard membrane the-
ory can be used. These observed properties qualita-
tively coincide with the analytical and simulation results
of the work [6], where authors describe the breakdown
of the continuum model as the number of molecules or
the adhesion energy decrease. Also, our calculations re-
veal the size of the vertical limit of the layered struc-
ture H < Hc = 3d due to the short-range effect of
the disjoining pressure. This numerical estimation coin-
cides well with the corresponding parameter observed for
water-filled GNBs [6]. Thus, considering small trapped
molecules, the maximal vertical size of the graphene pan-
cakes is equal to three molecular diameters.
To verify the proposed profile geometry numerically,
we used the results of the computer simulations of argon-
filled GNB at T = 300 K and γgs = 0.017 eV/A
2. In the
work [4] was demonstrated that 2500 argon molecules
between two graphene layers at T = 300 K might form
more than one GNB state. More precisely two and three
layers GNBs with flat profiles were observed at pressures
417 MPa and 398 MPa, respectively. We compared GNB
profiles provided our theory with the results of the MD
simulations. This comparison allows to define the explicit
form of the curved region to achieve the equilibrium pres-
sures provided by MD. Figure 4 shows the pancake pro-
files corresponding to #2 and #3 total energy minimums
at a constant number of argon molecules N = 2500. As
one can see from Figure 4 the values of the confined fluid
pressures calculated for two and three layers coincide ex-
actly with the corresponding MD data. The calculated
profiles (blue line in Figure 4) fit the simulation results
(black dots) well, especially in the case of GNB #2. The
theoretical profile of GNB#3 shows the notable deviation
from the MD result in the upper corners. However, our
theory correctly provides the footprint radius, which cru-
cially influences equilibrium via adhesion energy. Also,
the sign of the energy difference between these states co-
incides with MD simulations, which means the two-layers
GNB is more stable. The illustration of the total energy
functions in Figure 3A shows the lack of global mini-
mum in the range H < 3d. This property results in the
metastability of the pancake states #1, #2 and #3 with
the discrete vertical sizes.
Our calculations are in agreement with published ex-
periment [5]. The small GNB (N ∼ 10000) with pan-
cake geometry is heated to various temperatures, while
the profiles AFM measurements are carried out at fixed
initial temperature after the cooling. The experiment
shows the temperature-induced transitions between pan-
cakes configuration. More precisely, the height discretely
5FIG. 2. A) The contour plot of the confined pressure distribution calculated at T = 350K. The black solid line is the iso-
mass curve, which is defined by the constant number of the trapped molecules (50 thousands) and the mechanical equilibrium
conditions (14). B) The isomass curve from the left figure in terms of the height H and the footprint radius L exhibits the
s-shape transition between one layer and two layers pancakes. C) The confined fluid pressure exhibits oscillations and decreases
as the GNB height becomes larger.
FIG. 3. A) The total energy of the pancakes which contain 50× 103 of argon molecules at various temperatures: 250 K (blue
curve) and 450 K (red curve). The total energy minimums are denoted as #1, #2 and #3 correspond to one-,two- and three
layers GNB, respectively. Inset shows the scheme of temperature induces the transition from #2 to #3. B) The blue zone
corresponds to the relation N < Nc(T ), where three minimum points can be found. In the orange region #3 minimum has
already disappeared, and there is the three-layers GNB free zone. C) The dependence of the total energy on the adhesion for
the GNBs with 50 thousand argon molecules at 250 K. Blue, orange and green curves correspond to various γgs coefficients
0.002 eV/A2, 0.014 eV/A2 and 0.034 eV/A2, respectively.
increases (the step equals roughly to molecular diame-
ter), and the footprint radius decreases as the tempera-
ture of previous heating becomes larger. The proposed
metastable behavior can explain this result. Indeed the
heating to sufficiently large temperature ruins the certain
metastable pancake state, and after the cooling proce-
dure, the system may return to another state with larger
energy. In terms of Figure 3A the heating to 450 K in-
duces the transition from #2 at 350 K to the direction
of the energy decreasing as shown in the inset of Fig-
ure 3A. After the cooling to 350 K the GNB may obtain
a new metastable state #3 as the first on the way back.
Thus, the measurements of the profiles at 350 K before
and after heating/cooling shows the transition from #2
to #3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a theory of nanoscale pancake GNBs ac-
counting for confined fluid properties. The major differ-
ences of the pancakes from other existing geometries are
discrete values of the vertical size with the step compa-
rable to the molecular diameter and the existence at the
subnanometer vertical scale (H ≤ 3d) only. Our theory
reveals the mechanical equilibrium of such flat profiles as
6FIG. 4. The comparison of the profiles (blue curves) and the thermodynamic parameters are calculated by proposed approach
with the results (black dots) of previously published MD simulations. Both methods consider 2500 argon molecules between
two graphene sheets with γgs = 0.017 eV/A˚
2 at T = 300 K. The profile parameters k = 1.187 and δ0 = 2.925 A˚ provides exact
fit of the corresponding MD pressures 417 MPa and 398 MPa in the cases of two- and three-layers GNBs, respectively. The
two-layers GNB is more stable, that also is in the agreement with the simulations.
a relation between the elastics stresses and confined flu-
ids (solvation) pressure. We demonstrated that precisely
the solvation pressure results in the discrete size behav-
ior and the lack of large flat profiles. Analysis of the
total energy as a function of the pancake’s height shows
the discrete set of local minimum points corresponding
to flat profiles with well-structured layers of molecules
inside. Our model qualitatively coincides with the pub-
lished molecular dynamics simulations, which observed
crucial dependence of the pancakes on the number of
the trapped molecules and the value of adhesion energy.
Also, the calculated profiles and pressures fit correspond-
ing MD results well.
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